What to expect from your Mini Horse Visit!

Frequently Asked Questions

What will the visit be like?

Usually THH Staff will talk a little bit about the horses and ask everyone to line up to pet the horses. The horses can go inside buildings, but can’t go up or down stairs.

Can we feed them or ride them?

The mini horses can not be fed and are too small to ride. Some mini horses are large enough for small riders, but Maka & Kama are too little! We don’t feed them because it leads to nipping behavior.

Can we pet them?

Absolutely! They love to be pet and scratched and are not ticklish. But, please don’t pull their tails!

How old are Maka & Kama?

Makakoa was born in 2004 and Kamalani was born in 2006!

What to we need to watch out for?

You need to make sure the mini’s are not crowded by too many people. Horses are prey animals and do not like to be confined by people. You need to watch out that they don’t step on your feet. Try to minimize disruptions and loud noises or flapping objects.

How do we schedule?

Call or text Dana at (808)342-9036 or email dana@thhwaimanalo.org.

Donations can be made on our website www.thhwaimanalo.org!